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ESG in multi asset - diversification with a comprehensive ESG 

approach  

Massive economic, social, and environmental challenges, such as finite re-

sources, increasing inequality, and ongoing climate change, contribute to in-

creased pressure on asset managers – as more clients expect us to integrate 

sustainability considerations into our investment processes. Likewise, we are 

convinced of the importance of considering sustainability. Therefore, in this 

issue of Insights, we present our multi-layered approach to integrating envi-

ronmental, social and governance (ESG) factors in our multi-asset investment 

approach. 

 

Traditionally, sustainable investing has primarily focused on the equity side, but is 

still in its infancy on the multi-asset and bond side, at least in the public debate – 

partly because this area is relatively complex. Bonds are issued not only by compa-

nies, but also by governments and institutions, where a comprehensive sustainability 

assessment is more complicated. Project-related bonds such as green and social 

bonds can be sustainable investments, even if the issuer itself does not yet meet all 

sustainability requirements. In addition, there needs to be a discussion about what 

sustainability means for investments in commodities or under what conditions ex-

change-traded funds (ETFs) or other third-party funds can be used in sustainable 

multi-asset strategies for regions or sectors that are difficult to cover comprehen-

sively with individual investments. 

 

We have been offering our customers sustainable multi-asset investment opportuni-

ties for a long time, successfully combining the key investment objectives of return 

and risk with responsible investing. The mere application of historical ESG data 

from external providers is not sufficient for this purpose. With substantiated and 

forward-looking sustainability analyses as well as an active dialogue about sustaina-

bility issues with companies and issuers, we aim to make a positive contribution to 

the environment and society.  

ESG in multi asset: our approach 

Nuanced ESG integration in all relevant asset classes  

While sustainable investing has traditionally focused strongly on equities and thus on 

companies, a broad approach across different asset classes, which is essential to our 

multi-asset understanding, brings additional challenges in terms of integrating ESG 

factors. 

 

Using ESG information to assess ESG risks and opportunities, exercising positive 

influence as an active investor, and integrating these tools consistently and compre-

hensively into the investment process are not equally straightforward or well-defined 

steps for all asset classes. Instead, the type and scope of implementation must vary 

to meet the specific characteristics of the asset class in question. 

 

The market is engaged in an ongoing active debate, resulting in exciting new con-

cepts. Our described approaches in our multi-asset strategies aim to incorporate the 

current state of this debate. Some asset classes, such as equities and corporate bonds, 
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J a n u a r  2 0 2 1  are pioneers in ESG integration. Here, there is already a broad consensus on suitable 

ESG criteria and integration options. For other asset classes such as commodities or 

derivatives, which are relevant for our multi-asset approach, such a consensus has 

not yet been established. We therefore consider it important to actively shape these 

changes and take account of further developments so that we can maintain a state-

of-the-art approach. In our view, it is essential that a holistic and comprehensive 

ESG concept is integrated into the investment strategy with asset class-specific ap-

proaches - for the entire portfolio, without neglecting individual asset classes. 

 

Our multi-asset approach includes a wide range of different instruments with 

specific ESG challenges: 

 
 

ESG progress in our multi-asset management   

2009 

• Launch: Berenberg Sustainable Stiftung 

2018 

• Creation: Berenberg Wealth & Asset Management ESG Office  

• Signatory: UN supported Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) 

• Member: International Corporate Governance Network (ICGN) 

2019 

• Exclusion: Companies with very severe ESG controversies   

• Start: Proxy voting process for German portfolio companies  

• Supporter: KnowTheChain initiative  

2020 

• Development: Proxy voting process expanded to further countries  

• PRI Rating: “A+” for Strategy & Governance; “A” for other categories  

• Exclusion: Extended criteria for strategies with an ESG focus 

2021 

• Further development: Exclusion criteria and ESG approach for third-party 

funds 

• Publication: Active Ownership Report  

• Development: Berenberg Net Impact Model  

• Supporter: Access To Medicine Foundation  

• Launch of Positive Impact Fund: Berenberg Sustainable Multi Asset Dynamic 

2022 

• FNG-Label: Berenberg Sustainable Multi Asset Dynamic 

 

 

 

The ESG Office defines our principles and 

strategies for sustainable investment in our 

Wealth and Asset Management division. It 

plays a key role in driving the integration of 

ESG criteria into the investment process. 
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We build on a culture of supportive collaboration between all stakeholders. Inter-

nally, our investment specialists closely collaborate with the experts in our ESG Of-

fice. Our open dialogue allows us to incorporate industry knowledge, experience and 

current developments into our ESG philosophy and approach, and to develop them 

further on an ongoing basis. Ultimately, this enables us to integrate a contemporary 

and multi-layered ESG approach into our portfolio management. 

 

Externally, we aim for a constructive dialogue with companies, issuers and providers 

of third-party products in which we are invested or considering an investment. Our 

aim is to incorporate the findings into our ESG analyses, to highlight ESG risks, to 

avoid potential damage, and to encourage companies to consistently meet their re-

sponsibility towards society and the environment. 

ESG in multi asset: our tools 

We exclude equities and bonds issued by companies and sovereign issuers that do 

not meet our minimum ESG standards. In our stock selection, E-, S- and G-factors 

are integrated into the fundamental selection process. Through our active dialogue 

with invested companies and issuers we exert influence with the aim of ultimately 

inducing positive change. 

 

When selecting active funds, in contrast to ESG ratings, which only assesses the 

securities contained in the portfolio, we also examine the product provider’s orien-

tation towards sustainability, as well as the entire investment process and quality of 

the ESG reporting. This way, we aim to identify and reduce ESG risks at the invest-

ment level at an early stage and support a positive environmental and social contri-

bution. 

 

Unlike equities and bonds, the commodities asset class is not based on a company, 

state or other organisation. Thus, the investor cannot exercise active influence in this 

regard. Nevertheless, commodities play an important role in our multi-asset strate-

gies. We exclude investments in agricultural commodities due to ethical concerns 

regarding staple food price speculation, but in our opinion other specific commodi-

ties are still investable and do not pose a risk in terms of ESG. For example, industrial 

metals play a key role in the shift towards renewable energy when it comes to climate 

protection, renewable power generation and e-mobility. 

 

The application of the ESG instruments described below depends on the internal 

ESG product category (see page 6 et seq.). 

 

Screening: Berenberg ESG minimum standard  

The ESG exclusion approach filters out companies associated with certain products 

or activities, such as controversial weapons or thermal coal mining and power gen-

eration. We also apply exclusion criteria to government bonds, commodities, third-

party funds, derivatives and certificates. Our exclusion criteria set a minimum stand-

ard from an ESG perspective that investments must meet in order to be investable 

and differ depending on the internal ESG product category. We review our exclusion 

criteria on a regular basis and adjust them if necessary. 

 

  

Detailed information on our Berenberg WAM 

ESG exclusion criteria can be found at 

www.berenberg.de/en/esg-publications. 

http://www.berenberg.de/en/esg-publications
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As part of our ESG controversy monitoring, we identify companies that are associ-

ated with severe or very severe ESG controversies. We exclude all companies that 

are directly involved in ongoing very severe ESG controversies ("red flags"). In the 

case of severe ESG controversies ("orange flag"), the portfolio management directly 

engages with the company, both in the case of existing holdings and in the case of 

potential new investments, in order to analyse the controversy and make a final in-

vestment decision based on the outcome. 

 

Risk management — executed in three steps 

 
 

Research: ESG data analysis 

For our ESG opportunity and risk analysis, we rely on our internal research and 

dialogue with companies and issuers. We also use third-party providers. ESG data 

from external providers is an important input factor in a comprehensive ESG anal-

ysis. However, we do not rely purely on this information but review the results and 

evaluate them with the companies and issuers if necessary. We also conduct an in-

ternal ESG analysis for third-party funds, both active and passive, based on a pro-

prietary questionnaire and regular exchanges with the asset managers of the third-

party funds. Besides ESG compliance, long-term profitability remains the decisive 

selection factor. 

 

Engagement: exchange with companies, issuers, and asset managers 

Our close contact with companies, issuers and asset managers continuously im-

proves our understanding of sustainability. As part of engagements, we encourage 

them to fulfil their responsibilities towards society and environment. 

 

Proxy voting: provision of vote recommendations  

Based on our own Proxy Voting Policy, the portfolio management collaborates with 

our ESG Office to define recommendations for voting at general meetings of port-

folio companies. We pass these recommendations on to the investment management 

company Universal Investment, which in turn takes these recommendations into 

account when exercising its voting rights. This instrument is used for equity holdings 

in our mutual funds.  

Our Berenberg WAM Engagement Policy, our 

Proxy Voting Policy and our Active Ownership 

Report can be found at www.berenberg.de/en/esg-

publications.  

 

http://www.berenberg.de/en/esg-publications
http://www.berenberg.de/en/esg-publications
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We offer various ESG investment strategies with different degrees of ESG consid-

eration to account for diverse client needs across the different asset classes equity, 

fixed income and multi asset. In multi asset, we offer products in all of our three 

categories: ESG Screened, ESG Integrated and ESG Targeted & Impact Focused. 

 

Our product categories: sustainability in three steps 

 
ESG Screened – multi-asset strategies with monitoring of ESG risks 

Our ESG Screened strategies are based on the exclusion and restriction of certain 

activities in order to minimize material ESG risks. The general Berenberg WAM 

ESG exclusion criteria are applied for strategies and products in this category. 

 

ESG Integrated – multi-asset strategies with comprehensive ESG considera-

tions 

Our ESG Integrated strategies apply a combination of ESG integration instruments 

– in order to exclude or restrict the involvement in certain activities, to account for 

ESG risks and opportunities in the investment analysis, and to exert influence as an 

active investor. We implement this approach in various asset management strategies, 

especially in our Berenberg Sustainable Income strategies. 

 

ESG Targeted & Impact Focused – multi-asset strategies with ESG-targets 

or with a focus on positive impact 

Our ESG Targeted & Impact Focused strategies apply targeted ESG approaches, 

such as positive screening based on a variety of ESG or impact factors. Additional 

and stricter ESG exclusion criteria, the extended Berenberg WAM ESG exclusion 

criteria, are applied to further restrict investments in activities that, inter alia, do not 

support a positive impact. ESG Targeted strategies aim for specific ESG targets. We 

implement this approach in the mutual fund Berenberg Sustainable Stiftung. 

 

Impact Focused strategies only include companies, issuers and project-related invest-

ments such as green bonds that have a measurable positive impact on society or the 

environment and contribute to solving global challenges through products, services 
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Sustainable Multi Asset Dynamic. 

 

Our multi-asset funds can be grouped into our internal ESG categories as shown in 

the table below. 

 

 
1Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation 

 

Focus on ESG targets: Berenberg Sustainable Stiftung 
The Berenberg Sustainable Stiftung is a sustainable and distribution-oriented multi-

asset fund with a defensive investment approach. The investment ratios, the capital 

commitment period of bonds as well as the regional and sectoral allocation are ac-

tively managed, with a maximum equity allocation of 35%. The fund pursues specific 

ESG objectives with regard to the environment and society. For example, the focus 

lies on future-oriented reduction of CO2 intensity and, an above-average ESG score 

as a proxy for social and governance factors. 

 

The fund management also invests in green and social bonds in order to achieve 

attractive regular returns while also fulfilling high social and climate standards. 

 

Focus on positive impact: Berenberg Sustainable Multi Asset Dynamic 

The Berenberg Sustainable Multi Asset Dynamic is a sustainable multi asset fund 

with an offensive-dynamic investment approach. The fund invests globally in equi-

ties and primarily earmarked bonds with a positive impact on solving global chal-

lenges. 

 

The fund management focuses its stock selection on quality companies with struc-

tural growth drivers. In doing so, strong synergies can be achieved with our equity 

experts in identifying companies that may profit particularly from future develop-

ments and megatrends. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Information on these and other Berenberg Multi 

Asset funds can be found at 

www.berenberg.de/en/funds. 

https://www.berenberg.de/en/funds/berenberg-sustainable-stiftung/
https://www.berenberg.de/en/funds/berenberg-sustainable-multi-asset-dynamic/
http://www.berenberg.de/en/funds
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Dynamic through investments in selected companies and issuers: 

 
 
We use our proprietary Berenberg Net Impact Model to quantify the positive and 

potentially negative impact that our portfolio positions generate in relation to the 

four global challenges shown above. The UN Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs) are the starting point for this, whereby we focus on the SDGs that we con-

sider investable.  

 

To determine the impact of portfolio positions, we have defined specific indicators 

that are analysed and assigned a score for each portfolio position. The scores are 

summed up at issuer level and finally aggregated at portfolio level. We have defined 

fixed evaluation frameworks and use both quantitative and qualitative data. 

 

ESG in multi asset: our reporting and transparency 

We report regularly on our ESG activities, at both consolidated level and product-

specific level. At the consolidated level, this includes a regular update on all relevant 

policies and guidelines, an annual Active Ownership Report and news on our ESG 

approach. This information and documents can be found on our website at 

www.berenberg.de/esg-publications. 

 

We report on relevant ESG and impact metrics at the product level and on the ap-

proach applied - in fund factsheets and dedicated reports - depending on the type 

and focus of the respective product. This reporting can be found on our website at 

www.berenberg.de/esg-investments. 

 

We are continuously expanding fund-specific reporting on ESG and sustainability 

factors, taking account of regulatory requirements, and making our reporting availa-

ble to our clients in a structured and consistent manner. 

http://www.berenberg.de/esg-publications
http://www.berenberg.de/esg-investments
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IMPORTANT NOTICE 

This information is a marketing communication. This information and references to issuers, financial instruments or financial 

products do not constitute an investment strategy recommendation pursuant to Article 3 (1) No. 34 Regulation (EU) No 

596/2014 on market abuse (market abuse regulation) nor an investment recommendations pursuant to Article 3 (1) No. 35 

Regulation (EU) No 596/2014, both provisions in connection with section 85 (1) of the German Securities Trading Act 
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investment recommendations and investment strategy recommendations and is not subject to the ban on trading prior to the 

publication of investment recommendations and investment strategy recommendations. This document is intended to give you 

an opportunity to form your own view of an investment. However, it does not replace a legal, tax or individual financial advice. 

Your investment objectives and your personal and financial circumstances were not taken into account. We therefore expressly 

point out that this information does not constitute individual investment advice. Any products or securities described may not 

be available for purchase in all countries or only in certain investor categories. This information may only be distributed within 

the framework of applicable law and in particular not to citizens of the USA or persons resident in the USA. The statements 

made herein have not been audited by any external party, particularly not by an independent auditing firm. Any future returns 

on fund investments may be subject to taxation, which depends on the personal situation of the investor and may change in the 

future. Returns on investments in foreign currencies may increase or decrease due to currency fluctuations. The purchase, hold-

ing, conversion or sale of a financial instrument, as well as the use or termination of an investment service, may give rise to costs 

that affect the expected income. In the case of investment funds, you should always make an investment decision on the basis 

of the sales documents (key investor document, presentation of past performance, sales prospectus, current annual, if applicable, 

semi- annual report), which contain detailed information on the opportunities and risks of the relevant fund. In the case of 

securities for which a securities prospectus is available, investment decisions should always be made on the basis of the securities 

prospectus, which contains detailed information on the opportunities and risks of this financial instrument, otherwise at least on 

the basis of the product information document. An investment decision should be based on all characteristics of the fund and 

not just on the sustainability-related aspects . All the aforementioned documents can be obtained from Joh. Berenberg, Gossler 

& Co. KG (Berenberg), Neuer Jungfernstieg 20, 20354 Hamburg, Germany, free of charge. The fund sales documents and the 

product information sheets for other securities are available via a download portal using the password »berenberg« at the Internet 

address https://docman.vwd.com/portal/berenberg/index.html. The sales documents of the funds can also be requested from 

the respective investment management company. We will be pleased to provide you with the specific address details upon 

request. A fund investment involves the purchase of shares in an investment fund, but not a specific underlying asset (e.g. shares 

in a company) held by that fund. The statements contained in this document are based either on own company sources or on 

publicly accessible third-party sources, and reflect the status of information as of the date of preparation of the presentation 

stated below. Subsequent changes cannot be taken into account in this document. The information given can become incorrect 

due to the passage of time and/or as a result of legal, political, economic or other changes. We do not assume responsibility to 

indicate such changes and/or to publish an updated document. Please refer to the online glossary at www.berenberg.de/glossar 

for definitions of the technical terms used in this document. Date 26.07.2023 
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